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STATE COLLEGE PLAYERS GIVE FIRST LONG PLAY

WILDE'S FACE TONIGHT

New Material Has Been Added to Repertoire—Players Have Humorous Experiences in Journeys Around State

This evening the State College Players will present at the Armory what is considered the funniest farce ever written, "The Importance of Being Earnest," by Oscar Wilde.

"If you miss it," says Prof. Secker-
son, "you will lose the chance of a lifetime. It is worth the price of admission just to see how naturally and gracefully Malone can fold his knees and propose to a girl, or to hear Parker, in the role of Algry, ex-
"n the gentle art of Bunburying."

Go to Willimantic

After a brief interruption of their activities for the purpose of preparing some new material, the State College Players resumed their journeying last week, and added a new chapter to the interesting history that has been in the making during the past six months. On Thursday, November 1, about four hundred Willimantic High School students greeted a performance of "The Tryting Place" with storms of laughter and applause; and on Friday evening, November 2, the audience that gathered in the auditorium of the new Windham School was equally appreciative and enthusiastic.

At the latter place, the two plays that constituted the program were followed by a dance in which the Players participated; then the ladies of Wind-
ham greeted the entire company in a classroom and served a delicious lunc-
cheon of coffee, chicken sandwiches, and cake.

VARIED EXPERIENCES

Some day the complete history of the Players and their doings will be recorded for the delectation of those who are interested in them—and it is to be hoped that everyone is interested. Then it will be known how Lawrence and Duck did and made when the program was followed by a dance in which the Players participated; then the ladies of Wind-
ham greeted the entire company in a classroom and served a delicious lunc-
cheon of coffee, chicken sandwiches, and cake.

VARIED EXPERIENCES

Some day the complete history of the Players and their doings will be recorded for the delectation of those who are interested in them—and it is to be hoped that everyone is interested. Then it will be known how Lawrence and Duck did and made when the program was followed by a dance in which the Players participated; then the ladies of Wind-
ham greeted the entire company in a classroom and served a delicious lunc-
cheon of coffee, chicken sandwiches, and cake.

"HOP" ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETE—NOVEMBER 23

Four Moonlighters on Dance Program—Norman Cloutier of California Ram-
blers Will Lead Orchestra.

Arrangements for the Football Hop Friday, November 23, were practically completed by the committee, with ar-
rangements for the orchestra to be led by Norman Cloutier, Hartford musican who traveled for some time with the famous California Ramblers, symphony and dance orchestra. The pianist, Ed Woods, also traveled with the California Ramblers.

The decorations in charge of Haid Drijermen will be practically the same as for the other formal dances and will be taken from the moon in the four moonlight dances.

Patrons of the dance are to be: Presi-
dent and Mrs. C. L. Beach, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Dole, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Guyer and Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Sinnott.

Programs for the dance which may be reserved at the Bookstore will be limited in number. Following a half hour concert, from eight-thirty until nine, Mr. Lawrence V. Castiglione will lead the grand march.

The order of dances is as follows:

1. Tell Me a Story
2. Great White Way Blues

(Cont. on page 5 col. 4)

AG-CLUB TO HOLD BARNWARMING DANCE

ANNUAL FAIR ABANDONED

Farmers Will Hold Big Social Event December 8—Harvest Queen to be Chosen—Fair Will Be Held in 1924.

At a special meeting of the Ag.
Club held the first of the month it was decided to drop the Ag. Club Fair for this year, as it was felt that the time was too limited for the pro-
duction of a real exhibition. There were several sentiment expressions, however, that this feature should not be left out per-
manently and a committee was ap-
pointed to look after next year's fair.

Several novel substitues were sugg-
estioned in the discussion that followed; that of a barn-warming meeting with the most approval. The idea comes to us from the University of Missouri, where it is one of the largest and best social events of the year. As no barn is available it will probably be held in the Armory on December 8, the night scheduled for the Agricultural Fair Dance. Rural costumes, a Har-
vest Queen, and numerous stunts are among the schemes being worked out by the committee in charge.

(Cont. on page 8 col. 1)

PI KAPPA DELTA TO INSTALL LOCAL CHAPTER

ANNUAL BANQUET AFTER

Facility Members and Freshman De-
bat ing Team Will Be Present. I. E.
Johnson, chairman of the Harvard Law School installing officer.

As the "Campus" went to press the first annual banquet was completed for the installation and banquet of the Connecticut Alpha Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, national forensic fra-
ters over seventy-five chapters.

The ceremony will take place Sat-
urday evening. Mr. Leon E. Hick-
man of the Harvard Law School, who is to act as installing officer, will be met in Willimantic Saturday morning by Charles D. Christophe, E. I. Collins and Oscar D’Esopo, representing the local chapter.

Attend Games Together

After dinner the entire group will be initiated, consisting of Mr. Henry K.
Denlinger, Mr. Charles D. Christoph-
e, I. I. Collins, '23, Oscar D’Esopo, '25, William Hall, '25, Lawrence A. Loeb, '26, and Samuel Wolke on '26, together with Mr. Leon E. Hickman, the in-
stalling officer, will attend the foot-
ball games on Dow Field in a body. Each member will wear a red carn-
ation in his buttonhole, as this is the official flower of the fraternity.

Installation at 6:15

Following the games a brief recess will be declared, after which the in-
ducted, together with four members of the faculty who have been invited to witness the ceremony, will be initiated and installed at 6:15 in the Fac-
cy Club room.

Directly after the ceremony, the group, augmented by Malcolm L. Ste-
phenson, E. C. Mintz, and Louis Bol-
den, speaking members of the fresh-
aman debating team, will go to the "Mary Anna" in Willimantic, where the Pi Kappa Delta banquet of the local chapter will be held.

In inviting the members of the freshman debating team to be present, at its first banquet, the fraternity is estab-
lishing a precedent which it in-
tends to follow out in future years. It is thought that this will interest the chaps, and will result in the growth of the freshman class as regards debating in the fra-
ternity, and in debate.

After the banquet, the following speeches will be made:

"Greeting": E. I. Collins, '25, pres-
ident, Conn. Alpha.

Toastmaster: Dr. Henry K. Denlin-
ger.

"What Pi Kappa Delta Has Meant to Me": Leon E. Hickman.

"Pi Kappas I Have Known": Prof. K.
(Cont. on page 8 col. 1)

1924 NUTMEG BOARD HAS ANNUAL STARTED

CLASS PICTURES TAKEN

Printing Contracts Ready for Signs-
atures—New Features to be Incor-
dated in Book.

According to C. J. Diamand, editor-
at present has the class annual well
in-chief of the 1924 Nutmeg, the board under way. Business manager T. J.
Kennedy states that the subscriptions and advertisements are coming in good this fall.

Dedicated to "Psyco"

This year the book is to be dedicated to President Charles L. Beach who, the class feels, is one of the best friends that the student body of this college ever had, and who has worked unceasingly for the growth of the institution.

As to the actual work on the book, the 'printing' contracts are ready to be signed; an early signature insuring an early start on the work. In about a week the faculty section will be finished and placed in the hands of the printer. Several new and distinctive features will be inaugurated in this year's Nutmeg in an endeavor to put it ahead of previous editions.

(Cont. on page 8 col. 1)

RADIO STATION FORMALLY OPENED NEXT WEEK

Varied Types of Material to be Broadcast-
ted Three Evenings Weekly.

Formal opening of station WABL, the college radio broadcasting station, will take place at 8 p.m., Friday evening, November 16, according to the announcements of the committee on programs.

Eight types of material will be used for the programs at the start. These include weather, music, the egg laying contest, one-minute talks descriptive of the college and its work, timely infor-
mation from the Extension Service, sports, and emergency material. The committee is at present endeavoring to arrange for the broadcasting of the state market reports.

Steimmons Radio Editor

Mr. Walter Steimmons, agricultural editor of the College, has been ap-
pointed Radio Editor, and all material to be broadcasted must first be ap-
proved by him.

For the present programs will be broadcasted three times each week, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings, the programs beginning at 8 p.m. Weather reports, and, if possible, market broadcast-
cast on each of the three evenings, while on Friday evening a strong gen-
eral program will be added.
AGGIES TRIUMPH IN SECOND HOME GAME AND SMOTHER C. C. N. Y. 19-0

SWEM LEADS ATTACK WITH BRILLIANT RUNNING

Visitors Have Little Offensive Power.—Fumbles and Penalties Prevented a Much Larger Score.—Aggie Machine Shows Offensive Power.

Coach Dole's Aggie gridsters succeeded in rolling up only nineteen points against the weaker City College eleven last Saturday on Gardner Field before a large crowd of visiting alumni. The metropolitan eleven was helpless before the Aggie defense and was not dangerous at any time during the game. Three times in the first half and twice in the final period Connecticut advanced the ball far into New York territory but failed on the final dash.

Offense Gets Going

The long awaited Aggie offense broke out in the form of a spectacular demonstration of the driving power of the Blue and White backfield. Swem was the individual star of the game. Time after time, he reeled off thirty-yard and was responsible for the advances to the touchdowns. On the first play after the kickoff, Connecticut fumbled. City College recovered the ball, but kicked after three unsuccessful attempts on the Aggie stonewall. Connecticut replied with a punt which City College fumbled, allowing Swem to pick it up and tear off forty yards. Connecticut failed to put the ball over so City College secured the ball on downs.

Donahue Scores

The first quarter ended with no score but characterized by brilliant playing by the Nutmeg team. Connecticut started a battering offense in the second quarter which resulted in the first touchdown. In rapid succession the Aggie backs pierced the New York line for long gains. Donahue finally took the ball over, and Moreland failed to make the kick. For the rest of the second half, Swem and Donahue raced around end for long gains, but did not add another score.

At the beginning of the second half, Swem fumbled the kick-off which was

VARIETY RESULTS SO FAR

Conn. 13—Trinity 0
Tufts 14—Conn. 0
Maine 7—Conn. 0
Conn. 0—New Hampshire 0
Norwich 13—Conn. 0
Conn. 19—C. C. N. Y. 0
Total Score: Conn. 32—Opponents 34

INTERCLASS RUNNERS TO COMPETE NOV. 21

ANNUAL CROSS COUNTRY

Each Class and School Eligible.—Keen Competition Last Year.

The annual interclass cross country run is set for Wednesday afternoon, November 21, at four o'clock sharp, to start in front of the Armory. The meet is open to all classes in the college and the School of Agriculture, the latter being considered as one class. Every year recently the classes have put out good teams making keen competition in the run; in fact, last year the first four men to finish the run represented each class, and all were within twenty-five feet at the finish.

Last year, this college put out a cross-country team that made a creditable showing at Rhode Island. This year is it impossible to put out this season, owing to the ineligibility of a team from the college, but if good prospects show up in the interclass run, a team will be assured for next year.

First Five Count

For this event the first five men from each class shall constitute the team, though any number of men may run. The more who enter, the better the run.

Although the matter of interclass cross country awards is up to each class, it is the opinion of the track manager that at least the first seven men to finish should get numerals, regardless of which class wins the meet.

UNDEFEATED FROSH PLAY LAST GAME

Team in Fine Shape for Contest.—Andrew Will Probably Start, Tho Bothered by Injured Ankle.

Connecticut's freshman team, which has yet to feel the sting of defeat, meets the strong team from the School of Agriculture at Mass. Aggie on Gardner Dow Field this afternoon.

So far the yearlings have played five games, of which they have won three and tied two. Their great defensive power is shown by the fact that they have only been scored on once.

If the frosh can come through to-day, they will have made a strong showing as the first freshman team ever to represent Connecticut.

Frosh and position are unsettled. There is a possibility that Vickers, who played well when he got into the game, will be used on the outside.

AGGIE FRESHMEN WIN BIG GAME 3-0

DEFEAT RHODY FROSH

"Sam" Andrew, Though Hurt, Boots Field Goal in Fourth Quarter Which Wins Game.—Work of "Rosey" Ryan Stands Out in the Line.

Winning their big game from the Rhode Island freshmen 3-0 on Dow Field last Saturday, the Connecticut Aggies continued their undefeated record. This was the first game between freshman teams of the two colleges, whose varsity teams have called their annual football contest the big game for 26 years.

Rhody Outplayed

The game was a desperate battle throughout, with the uninvited Rhode Island frosh fighting from the first sound of the whistle. Connecticut clearly had the edge on the Kingston team, whose men did not pierce the powerful Aggie line. On the other hand, Connecticut sent its cata- pult, Reeves, together with the other backs, through the Rhody forwards for good gains.

Rhode Island kicked off, and Schofield immediately made it first down for Connecticut with a 10-yard dash. Later in the quarter Rhody intercepted two Conn. passes, but failed to gain on them.

Lindsay, the Kingston quarterback, scooted around Glazier for 20 yards, which was the best run shown by a Rhody back during the game. The engineers failed to follow up this bid for a score, however, and lost the ball on downs. The Aggies started a steady drive down the field with a series of line backs by Reeves and Palmer, only to have the whistle blow before they reached the goal.

A good deal of punting was resorted to by both teams in the third quarter. Ryan was playing a great game at tackle. Several times he broke thru and nipped a Rhody back before he reached the line.

Andrew Drops Kick for Only Score

Later in the third quarter, when it began to look as if the drives of the (Cont. on page 3 col. 1)

FRESHMAN RESULTS TO DATE

Frosh 13—Conn. 0
Frosh 0—Springfield Frosh 0
Frosh 6—New Britain 0
Frosh 12—Naugatuck 0
Frosh 7—Smith 0
Total Score: Frosh 34—Opponents 6

FRESHMAN RESULTS TO DATE

Frosh 13—Conn. 0
Frosh 0—Springfield Frosh 0
Frosh 6—New Britain 0
Frosh 12—Naugatuck 0
Frosh 7—Smith 0
Total Score: Frosh 34—Opponents 6
Aggies Prepared to Squeal Forward Passes of Opponents.—Practically Same Team That Beat C. C. N. Y. to Play.

After having sent the C. C. N. Y. eleven down to a 19 to 0 defeat, Coach Doe's gridsmasters will play their seventh game of the season Saturday when they take on the scrappy eleven from St. Stephen's. This game should be one of the best of the season as St. Stephen's is reported to have a fast team, capable of pulling off many spectacular plays. Their strongest attack is the forward passing game which they seem to have down to perfection. In a recent game with Worcester Tech, they gained about 350 yards with their aerial attack.

Defense for Pass
Coach Doe has been working hard this week with his men, a great deal of emphasis being put on the defensive forward passing game. The Aggie team will go on to Dow field ready to break up the forwards that the fighting minions are sure to hurl. Practically the same men who started the game last Saturday will start with the whistle against the "Saints". Brink and Dunn will be the wing men and M. Eddy and Nanfeldt will be the tackles. E. Eddy and McMallister will hold down the guard positions while Captain O'Neill will be in the center of the line. The backfield will be the same as last week with Donahoe at full back, Moreland at quarter-back and Swem and Purple as half-backs.

Numbers of Men
For the benefit of the alumni and others who do not know all of the men on the team, the name and number of each man likely to get in the game Saturday follows: Captain O'Neill, 1; M. Eddy 5; E. Eddy 4; Longo 6; Brick 7; Naunfeldt 8; McMallister 9; Baker 10; Baylock 36; Purple 31; Brink 54; Dunn 53; Swem 40; Donahoe, 41; Moreland 49; White 34; and Thomson 11.

(Cont. from page 2 col. 4)

Aggies would fall short of the goal-line and result in another scoreless tie, the break came. Near the Kingston goal, Vickers, a substitute end, blocked a punt, and Lorentzen recovered the ball. Although his injured ankle had been hurt earlier in the game, and he had an infected foot, "Sam" Anderson sent a perfect drop-kick over the bar from the 25 yard line, which proved to be the winning score for Connecticut.

Connecticut attempted five passes, of which two were intercepted, two incomplete, and one was successful. Rhody attempted three; one being intercepted, one incomplete, and one completed.

The Summary
Conn. 1927 (8) Nassau 1927 (9)
Flaxman le Armstrong re
Ryan It Webb rt

THE LACQUER-RED CLASSIC WITH FLASATING BLACK TIPS

"Classmates"
Parker Duofold, $7
Lady Duofold, $5

Their Fluent Writing Induces Fluent Thinking
Your Education Demands It

If there's any one thing that students are entitled to have, it's a fountain pen that makes their thoughts flow freely. So don't let "False Economy" put an unruly pen in your hand. That is a mental hazard you can't afford to hold before your eyes throughout your college days. Pay a little more and use the pen that gives your thought free rein—the black-tipped, lacquer-red Duofold—the fountain pen classic.

Parker Duofold is not only handsomer than gold—its color makes it hard to lose. Its balanced swing and super-smooth point make it a fascinating pen to use—a point no style of writing can distort, no years of use can wear away.

Get the $7 Over-size Duofold or $5 Duofold Jr. or Lady Duofold now, and you're fixed for life. Next gold pocket-clip or ring-end for ribbon or chain included free.

THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN
**MEETINGS**

One of the means of obtaining enthusiasm is in the form of a mass meeting preceding the game in question. This year these meetings have been poorly attended and the lack of interest has been noticeable. The football team is one of the best that has ever represented Connecticut and is entitled to the very best support that the student body can give. Notwithstanding this fact, the student body does not attend these meetings. In the future attendance will be taken and the names of those who neglect to appear will be posted on the bulletin board. Just what is the reason for the lack of interest does not seem to be apparent. It certainly is not the showing of the team. Thus it falls either on the student body or the cheer leaders. If these individuals are not capable of arousing pep they should be replaced by others who are more competent.

**ALL ABOARD FOR KINGTON**

During the past week, tentative plans for a special train to carry the Aggie rooters to Kingston have become a reality, and all that is necessary is to make the trip a success is the cooperation of the student body. Three hundred tickets must be sold in one week in order to insure the special means of transportation to Kingston. Therefore, it is essential that all desiring to go should purchase their ticket from a member of the committee at the earliest possible moment to give us time to pay for our fare. Once you have made the decision to make the trip, you will be very glad you made the decision. The trip is from now to November 29, 1929. A special train will be available for this trip.

**PLANS COMPLETE FOR GO-TO-CHURCH SUNDAY**

**ALL GROUPS NOTIFIED**

Rev. Marshall Dawson, College Pastor to Preach Sermon.—Has Had Wide and Varied Experiences.

The Church on the Campus is wide open and ready to receive what is expected to be the biggest crowd it has ever held on Sunday, November 11. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crisp in question. This year when every student, and every other member of the community is asked to cast aside all other interests for an hour and attend church here, comes on Armistice Day, and not through any accident.

**Respect for War Dead**

Those in charge of the affair believe students should have a double incentive to go to church on Armistice Day, since in addition to supporting their local church, they are honoring the respect the world gives their lives in the World War.

**Respect for Our Veterans**

Every fraternity, the Woman’s Club, the Faculty Club, the Extension Service, the Student Government Association, and the School of Agriculture, have been notified of the occasion by E. T. Collins. It is hoped that the heads of these groups will urge their members to be present in church Sunday.

**REV. MARSHALL DAWSON**

One of the people who attend church Sunday may be bearing for the first-time one of the most brilliant parsons in the country, Marshall Dawson, of Stotes, whose first book, “Nine-teenth Century Evolution and After,” will be issued by the Macmillan Company of New York next month. For this reason a summary of Mr. Dawson’s life is given here.

Mr. Dawson’s native state is Tennessee. At the age of 21 he was admitted to the bar and migrated to the Philippine Islands. While there he spent two years in the Attorney-General’s office, during the latter part of which time he was constantly traveling throughout the islands, investigating or prosecuting.

A trip around the world followed, after which he practiced law and served as Register of Deeds for the Moro Province for about a year, with headquarters at Zamboanga. A trip three-quarters around the world was his next adventure.

In 1906 Rev. Dawson retired from work permanently, if the life of a minister may be considered play. Subsequently he was occupied with the legal bumm for a number of years. That experience was followed by a brief period of lecturing and preaching on the Pacific coast. New England next: a brief rest at Yale, followed by the acceptance of the pulpit in the Storr Congregational Church, and the duties of chaplain in the Connecticut Agricultural College.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Wooster of Athens, Georgia, announce the birth of a daughter on November 4. "Sonny" Wooster, ’23, is instructor in poultry husbandry at the University of Georgia.

**LARGE NUMBER NEEDED FOR KINGSTON SPECIAL**

Tickets Selling Slowly

Three Hundred Must Pay Before Monday in Order to Make Aggie Special a Reality.—Committee is Hard at Work.

Early this week a mass meeting was held by the student body of plans which have been made to carry the Aggie rooters to Kingston for the big game of the year and enthusiasm ran high in that practically everyone present agreed to go by train.

**Tickets Must Be Sold**

Since that time the members of the committee have canvassed the Hill with the result that only about one hundred tickets have been sold. While there is no telling exactly what will produce the required collateral before the day of the game, there has been nothing like the response which was indicated earlier. In order to secure the train it is necessary that: the required number of tickets be sold seven days in advance of the day of the game and unless there is a decided spurt this number will not be realized.

**The Aggie Special**

A train has been promised to be the only feasible way of making the trip to and from the game, and the committee has done all in its power to secure the best rates possible and the most attractive schedule. It remains for those who pledged themselves to support this project to keep their part of the agreement and come through with the money immediately.

As usual there have been a number of reports from those who have decided that they can get to the game in a better and cheaper way than by the train. The committee would appreciate it if everyone in order that they may bring them to the attention of the student body and thus make public the names of those who did not fulfill their part of the contract undertaking and make the affair a success.

**Should Go on Special Train**

Late Thursday night T. C. Cronin, chairman of the transportation committee, stated to a Campus reporter that returns are coming in very slowly. In addition to this he stated, "We have done all in our power to make the trip a success and it now remains for the student body to do its share. Get away from the idea that you are doing any one a personal favor by going on the train. If you haven’t enough cash to pay for your ticket and back the college, you would be much better off on the Hill than at the game.”

The meeting will be held Monday night when the final number of those who have purchased tickets will be announced. The success of the trip needs swift action on the part of those who have not yet given their attention to go to the game by train.
CHANGES IN HOP PLAY
CAST ANNOUNCED
Roland Wehger to Take the Part of
"Clarence."—Coach Reports Good
Progress.

Announcement is made of a few
changes in the cast of the Football
Hop Play "Clarence" to be presented
by the dramatic club in Hawley
Armory, November 24. The new cast
is as follows:

Clarence .................. Roland Wehger
Violent Sprague .............. Florence McKenzie
Mr. Wheeler ................. Francis O'Connor
Mrs. Wheeler ............... Hazel Pierpoint
Bobby Wheeler .............. Edward Kelley
Cora Wheeler ................ Irene Della
Huber Stiem ............... John Goodrich
Dinwiddie ................. George Wells
Mrs. Martyn ............... Marion Eglleston
Mr. Michael J. Farrell, who
has coached plays here for four and
a half years, has been secured to coach
this play also and the second realistic
play under his direction was held in the
Armory Tuesday evening, Nov. 6.

"The cast is showing up well," said
Mr. Farrell, "and the voice expres-
sions are good." Five freshmen have
been taken into the club as a result of
the tryouts.

1923 NUTMEG TO BE
OFERRED FOR SALE
Surplus Supply to go at Three
Dollars to New Men or All Those De-
siring Additional Copies.

During the coming week the busi-
ness board of the 1913 Nutmeg is to
issue a campaign to dispose of
the extra copies of last year's annual.
The books will be offered at three dol-
ars per copy to all new students or
those who may desire additional
copies.

The 1923 book was one of the best
ever published on the Hill and the
reduced price should prove very attrac-
tive to people who did not have an
opportunity of purchasing one last
year.

A Page from Philosopher's Daily
Saturday, November 3

A hectic day, though quietly begun
from a strange bed and quietly ended
in another strange bed. The morning
is one of account, since I was not
awake until noon, even though I went
to two classes and wrote an Economics
report. There being two home foot-
ball games in the P.M., did not wish
to fortify myself for the task of report-
ing these contests. Accord-
ingly, at 12:45, accompanied by sun-
dry other journalist brethren, pro-
ceeded to Dow Field. A perfect foot-
ball day, both in scores and weather.
After the games got cross-country
training has taken all over the Hill for
a typewriter to write the varsity game
and get it on to the 5:30 bus.—the
idea of the race being to let the citi-
sens read an account in the Sunday
newspapers. Sometimes nowadays
GANE & SON
THE COLLEGE PRINTERS
WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT

ORDERS FOR TUXEDOS FOR THE FOOTBALL HOP ON NOVEMBER 23 WILL BE TAKEN BY OUR COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, AT THE BOOK STORE. ORDER EARLY.

THE CHURCH-REED COMPANY
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

WRIGHT & DITSON
FOUR STORES
Boston Worcester Providence Cambridge

“Say it With Flowers”
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

DAWSON—FLORIST
Willimantic

THE MAVERICK LAUNDRY
WILLIMANTIC

Special Parlors for Ladies
SHAKEL & HADDA

Shoe Shine Parlor
Hats and Gloves Cleaned
8 North St. Willimantic

HALLOCK’S INCORPORATED
ICE CREAM PARLOR
High Grade Candies
Main Street, Willimantic

STORRS GARAGE
Telephone 1133-3
OUR BUS
WEEK DAY SCHEDULE
LEAVE STORRS
8:20 A.M., 2:45 P.M., 5:30 P.M.
LEAVE WILLIMANTIC
9:45 A.M., 3:45 P.M., 6:45 P.M.
SUNDAY SCHEDULE
Leave Storrs 3:15 P.M.
Leave Willimantic 4:05 P.M.

Reserved for
United Cigar Store
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CO-EDS HOLD FIRST COURT
PRACTICE OF YEAR

Forty Candidates Report and Are
Given Instruction in Rudiments of the
Game.—Several Veterans Back.
Forty candidates reported for the
first girls’ basketball practice of the
year, held in Hawley Armory, Tues-
day night. The first session was oc-
cupied in simple passing and other
rudimentary subjects. Coach R. T.
Guyer had charge of the work and
was assisted by Coach S. A. Cole and
Freshman Coach L. A. Alexander.

There seems to be an abundance of
material in the freshman class and the
return of last year’s team makes
the outlook bright for a successful
season. Elizabeth Hamilton, ’24, is
manager for the coming season and
has an attractive schedule arranged
which will be published in a future
issue of the Campus.

WOMEN’S CLUB BAZAAR
COMING NEXT WEEK

There will be held in the Armory on
Thursday, November 15, a very at-
tractively arranged bazaar, given un-
der the direction of the Woman’s
Circle of Storrs.

Mrs. R. E. Dodge, who is chairman
of the committee in charge of the sale,
has stated that articles which will
appeal to the tastes of everyone will
be on display.

Homemade candy, cakes, pies and
doughnuts (just like mother used to
make) will, of course, be popular with
we Epicurians.

Among the hand embroidered house-
hold linens one is sure to find some-
thing that will make a worthy and
useful Christmas gift for Mother.

There will be a table of imported
Japanese Arts and Crafts. For those
who are fond of the unexpected a
“parcel post” booth has been planned;
and there will be an attractive show-
ing of children’s toys and novelties.

D’ESOPO STARS IN
ONE ACT SKIT

“Love Amork the Lions” is the title of
the one act play now being rehearsed
by some of the State College Play-
ers. It is not, however, an animal
epic, nor was it written by Ernest
Thompson Seton nor the late Col.
Roosevelt. It is a very humorous ex-
hibition of the tantrums of two very
temperamental operatic stars. Oscar
D’Esopo, ’25, plays the leading male
part as Riccardo Bommartito, an
Italian tenor, with Miss Sybil Wilson,
’27, as Honore Lazenby-Bommartito,
wife of Riccardo, and Miss Cora La-
valee, ’25, as Clara, maid for Honore.

FIFTY-FOUR MEN IN
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

Course That Began November 7 Con-
tinues Until April 5.

Starting with a registration of
fifty-four men, the School of Agri-
culture opened its course November
7 to continue until April 5.

Due to lack of space in this issue,
the names of those enrolled will be
published in a later issue.

FORMER AGGIE MEN ON
OTHER FOOTBALL FIELDS

Connecticut Stars Make Good at Other
Colleges

Martin J. Ryan, ex.-’25, has been
elected captain of the freshman team
at Georgetown and has been playing
a brilliant game all season.

“Mo” Daly, ’23, captain of the Con-
necticut pigskin chasers last year,
has won a berth on the Army eleven
at West Point and played at fullback for
practically the entire game last Sat-
urday.

“Beano” Graf, ’22, former Aggie
center is again holding down a guard
position at Springfield College for the
second year.

With him on the Springfield team is
“Bob” Berry, ex.-’25 star Connecticut
quarter last year, who is Springfield’s
best bet behind the line, and “Freddy”
Stull, ex.-’25, Aggie fullback in 1921,
who is also on the varsity squad.

“Ching” Hammill, ex.-’25, one of
the greatest backs who ever wore the
blue and white, is playing with the
New Britain professional team.

PROMINENT AGGIE LEAVES
HIGH PUBLIC OFFICE

Irving W. Patterson, ’05, Resigns as
Chief of R. L. Highway Department.
Irving W. Patterson, ’05, Chief En-
engineer of the Rhode Island State
Board of Public Roads, has resigned
from that office, his resignation be-
coming effective next March.

During his ten years in office Mr.
Patterson had given Rhode Island one
of the best highway systems of the
country. His ability has earned for
him a reputation throughout the coun-
try as an authority on road construc-
tion. Recent issues of Providence
newspapers have contained many ar-
ticles in appreciation of Mr. Patter-
son’s work as chief of highways.

(Cont. from page 2 col. 3)
Rhody game, may get the call at one of
the wings. Other available ends are
Bunis, Glasser and Plazman.

Tackles will be well covered by Cap-
tain Zollin and Ryan, two of the best
men in the line. Five guards are ready
to start: Lovetnton, Dawson, Rey-
olds, O’Conor and Clark. The first
two will probably be the ones chosen.

“Dada” Daly will play center. In
the backfield only one change is contem-
plated by Coach “Lou” Alexander.

Champion, who has been hovering on
the sidelines all fall, will play at least
part of the game in place of Palmer.

Schofield at quarter, Andrew at
right half, and Reeves at fullback are
counted on to play in the final game.
In case the Aggies win this game,
there is a possibility that they will
journey to Medford, Mass., to play
the Tufts freshmen in a post-season

Mr. Gane, the gentleman who prints
our paper, is anxious to get tickets
to the Yale-Princeton game. Anyone
who can accommodate him will be a
lifelong friend of Mr. Gane and the
Campus board...Write to him directly,

THE CONNECTICUT CAMPU"
FROSH AND SOPHS TO DEBATE ON RUHR QUESTION

Manager M. C. Stephenson Announces Freshman Team

Judges have been selected for the Freshman-Sophomore debate and the Sophomores have secured a coach. The Freshmen are still hunting for someone from the faculty who will help them prepare their debate.

The question for debate is: "Resolved: That France was justified in her occupation of the Ruhr district."

The judges will be the following: Prof. A. W. Manchester, Prof. L. G. Davis, and Prof. H. A. Steckerson. Prof. W. A. Wattles will coach the sophomore team. E. C. Mints, L. R. Belden, D. O. Anderson, M. Howitz, E. R. Collins, and M. L. Stephenson have tried out for the freshman team. The three speakers selected are E. C. Mints, L. R. Belden and M. L. Stephenson. Either M. Howitz or D. O. Anderson will be alternate.

(Cont. from page 2 col. 2) the "Courant" dopester gets going after the last kick has thudded. From present indications our two leading candidates are Captain Red O'Neil, center, and Tom, the Swem halfback.

Springfield is going through an unusually poor season; Wesleyan, which started well, is falling by the wayside; Trinity is at the bottom of the five and only Williams has shown a good card in the games already played. Watch Connecticut—it'll be up there when the season's over.

Swem continues his great work. He cut loose against City College and the way he tore through time after time for long gains was balm and nectar to the Aggie roosters. Swem is one of the cleverest break field runners we have seen in a long time. Approximately 135 pounds, but it's all fight.

Connecticut's varied offensive against the New Yorkers of something we have been waiting to see. The team broke the line, ripped by the tackles, streamed around the ends, kicked, and forward passed successfully. Great stuff.

Forget going in automobiles; forget the Yale—Princeton game; forget everything but the fact that as loyal students of Connecticut YOU MUST BE ON THE AGGIE SPECIAL WHEN IT PULLS OUT OF EAGLEVILLE SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 17.

BEAT RHODE ISLAND!!

OPPONENTS' SCORES

NOV. 3

Harvard 24-Tulsa 0

Bates 7—Trenton 0

Maine 28—Bowdoin 6

New Hamp. 47—Lowell 0

Western 37—Drexel 0

Rhode Is. 8—Wor. Tech. 0

VARSITY CLUB DANCE HELD LAST SATURDAY

Small Crowd Attends Fall Dance—About $14 Cleared.

Hawley Armory was the scene of a dance given by the Varsity Club last Saturday night after the football victory in the afternoon over City College of New York. There were sixty couples present, including a few alumni.

Valdemar Johnson, chairman of the dance committee, who was largely responsible for the dance, stated that about $14 was realized for the benefit of the Varsity Club.

Music by "Honey Boys"

The "Honey Boys" orchestra of New Haven, led by Milton Katz, furnished the music and although they were an hour late in arriving, the program of fourteen dances was carried on and the couples danced until midnight.

The patrons and patronsesses for the dance were: Coach and Mrs. Summer A. Dele, and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Gruver.

The committee in charge was V. A. Johnson, chairman, W. S. Moreland, and Seymour Squires.

(Cont. from page 2 col. 1) recovered by Moreland. Fienemann hauled a pass after an exchange of kicks, and Swem went twenty yards around end, but a forward pass which followed was intercepted by New York, who failed to gain, kicked again.

Swem Stars

This time Swem, after receiving the City's aerial, advanced the ball to the Metropolitan 8 yard line. Moreland sent a short forward pass to Eddy, who gathered it in and made the second score. Moreland failed to make the point.

The rest of the game was marked by Swem's spectacular running, but penalties and fumbles prevented the Aggies from making the last score. With forty seconds to play, Eddy dropped back and shot a 30 yard pass to Swem, who gathered it in and ran nearly 50 yards for a touchdown. Moreland drop-kicked for the extra point.

Connecticut

City College

Fienemann, le

Maxon Eddy rt

Mason Edy it

F. H. Bailey rt

Harriman rt

Nanfeldt lg

Friedman o'neil (capt.) e

Philidis purple lb

McAllister c

Williams e

Donahue lbh

Brauer lb

Swem rbh

Garvey lb

Moreland qb

Levinstein rb

Dance: Connecticut 19, City College of New York 0. Touchdowns: Donahue, Eddy, Swem; point after touchdown, Moreland; substitutions, Conn., Allard for Fienemann, Horn for Maxon Eddy, Longer for Nanfeldt, Thomas for O'Neill, Bitgood for McAllister, Eyre for McChesney Eddy, Enich for Dunn, Filmer for Purple, Baylock for Donahue, Kiewasser for Baylock, City College, Cornfield for Carey, Warshon for Elke, Shaw for Warshon, Failer for Shaw, Berk for Brauer.

STORRS HALL BARBER SHOP

L. V. CASTIGLIONE, PROP.

FIVE CHAIRS NO WAITING

BEN'S TOGGETTY SHOP

51 Church Street

Good Snappy Clothes and Furnishings for Men and Young Men

For Less Money

Patronize Our Advertisers

GERRY

The Photographer

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

THE BONNEY GARDENS

CASH WITH ALL ORDERS

SPECIAL MIXTURE OF KUNDERD AND DIENER

$100 PER DOZ.

Send for Price List

MRS. WILLIS F. BONNEY

WASHINGTON, R. I.

COLLEGE TAILOR SHOP

In the Basement of Storrs Hall

Cleaning, Pressing and Alterations

A. H. BULBULIAN

We Carry Shoes in Sizes and Widths to Fit the Feet

Good Quality Goods and Correct Fittings in Our Specialty

BRICK & SULLIVAN

738 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.
Fair Next Year

Committees were appointed by President W. L. Burgundy to arrange for next year's fair and to draw up the Banquet Warming. To decide plans for an all-day, lively and instructive program for this year. These committees are as follows: Program, committee: R. R. Seymour, '24, chairman, R. R. Hill, '25, and D. B. Humphrey, '25. "Ag" Club Fair next year: M. B. Chalker, '24, chairman, J. T. Clark, '24, R. M. Keeler, '25, and H. O. Woodward, '25. Barn Warming committee: R. E. Wing, '24, chairman, Miss Hazel Pierpont, '24, R. E. White, '25, F. C. McKeever, '25, M. A. Weise, '25, and W. D. Gifford, '26. In cooperation with the faculty heads of the various departments, the officers of the club and above committees will endeavor to put across a program of real value and interest.

(Cont. from page 1 col. 2)

The Troy Steam Laundry

Buttons Sewed on Repairing and Mending Done Free of Charge

See Our Driver at Storrs Hall

Satisfaction Our Wash-Word

Music Furnished for All Occasions

PEERLESS ORCHESTRA

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Prosper Veiqard, Manager

Telephone 1184-2 and 879

MEECH & STODDARD, INC.

Middletown, Conn.

George C. Moon

Optometrist and Optician

728 Main Street

WILLIMANTIC

Shoes that we Dare to Recommend

W. L. DOUGLAS AND REGAL CROSSETTS FOR LADIES & GENTS

W. N. POTTER

THE WILLIMANTIC LUMBER & COAL COMPANY

Established 1862

Lumber, Coal, Lime, Cement and Builders' Supplies

87 Church St., Willimantic, Ct.

Telephone Connection

“MEET YOU AT THE NEW YORK LUNCH”

The Place Where all Good Fellows Go

You know where it is

You’ve been there before

NEW YORK LUNCH

7 Railroad St., Willimantic

For lunches to take out call 944

THE J. F. CARR COMPANY

Clothiers and Furnishers

DANCING

EVEN WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT

Al-Pierre Tabarin

WILLIMANTIC

Reserved Tables

Good Hour Plenty of Room

Excellent Music by the

PEERLESS FULL ORCHESTRA

Come and Have a Good Time

This Tabarin is to Rent

At Any Time

Reliable Footwear at

Fair Prices

THE UNION SHOE CO.

WILLIMANTIC, Conn.

C. F. Risedorf, Prop.

Official Banner Man at C. A. C.

GREGORY N. ABDIAN

2247 15th Street, Troy, N. Y.

BREAD, CAKE AND PASTRY OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION

BLANCHETS AND BLANCHETTE

44 Church Street

THE DINNERNIN

STUDIO

“THE BUSY CORNER STORE”

ST. ONGE

Busiest Lowest Priced Market in Willi

LOUIS H. ARNOLD

Insurance in All Forms

Phone 1000 810 Main St.

Willimantic, Conn.

Cleaning and Dyeing

HARTFORD DYE WORKS

28 Church St., Willimantic, Ct.

Phone 135

Send Garments by Bus

Work Guaranteed Quick Delivery

MARY ANNA SODA SHOP AND TEA ROOM

Main and Union Streets

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.